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A bstmct- The Next Generation Internet (NGI) has
been touted by both academic and industry as the
conduit to new capabilities in health care, health ed-
ucation and health services by linking hospitals, clin-
ics, practitioners’ offices, health professional special-
ists and universities. This paper introduces a web
based telemedicine project, SWEAT, which is under
development at Cairo University, Faculty of Engi-
neering, Systems and Biomedical Engineering Depart-
ment. Teleradiology and teleconsultation are the focus
of SWEAT in its phase I. SWEAT is considered an in-
formation, consultation and decision support system.
The approach presented makes use of client-server ar-
chitecture based on the new technology of the internet
where clients use an ordinary web browser to view,
send, receive and give/receive consultation on the pa-
tient’s medical record while the server is responsible
for all data flow. The SWEAT viewing station for
radiological images provides a fast response for the
primary image processing utilities. SWEAT supports
the DICOM standard as well as other industrial im-
age formats, such as GIF, to enable clients to view
patients’ images while working with DICOM or non-
DICOM workstations.

In cooperation with the Computer Vision and Image
Processing (CVIP) Lab, University of Louisville, Ken-
tucky, the aim of SWEAT in its phase II is to increase
bandwidth capabilities to access remote resources and
to make use of home-developed software for 3D visu-
alization, surgery simulation and data analysis from
diagnostic imaging modalities.

KeFjuIod- Telemedicine, DICOM, Client-Server,
WWW, NGI.

I. IN’I’RODUCYf’ION”

T ECHNOLOGY trends suggest that it will soon
be common for clinicians to view digital ra-

diographs from outside radiology departments and
probably from outside a hospital environment [1].
Telemedicine is a dynamic tool that enables- health
care professionals to interact, with each other and
their patients despite geographical separation. The
main advantage of digital telemedicine is the pos-
sibility of transferring patient records electronically
from remote hospitals to medical institutions for pri-
mary interpretation or secondary consultations. This

makes it unnecessary to send copies of the images on
film. This paper introduces a \veb based t,elemedicine
project. StVE.AT, which is under development at
Cairo University, Faculty of Engineering. Systems
and Biomedical Engineering Department. The aim
of this project is to improve existing and establish
new telernedicine sin-vices based on ncw inter-net tech-
nology. Teler-adiology is the electronic transmission
of radiological images from one location to another
for the purposes of’ interpretation and/or consulta-
tion [2]. The focus of the SJVE.AT project in its phase
I is telw-adiology and teleconsultation. which will be
presented in this paper.

II. SYSrrnl DESCItIPTION

The internet has become a ma,jor influence in ar-
ticulating edm’ation and research endea~mrs. and
pro~-iding interactive applications in health care
and medicine [3]. There are two comrnurrication
techniques deployed simultaneously: synchronous
and asynchronous communications. Synchronous
communication uses interactive vicieocc)llfererlcing,
while asynchronous communication, like the SJVE.AT
project, uses a store-and-forward procedure to elec-
tronically transport the computerized patient record
between primary and consulting health care person-
nel. The whole system was designed as an interactive
and integrative solution for telernedicine as described
in Figures 1 and 2.

The approach presented makes use of client-ser~er
architecture, as shown in Figure 1, based on new in-
ternet technology where clients use an ordinary w-eb
browser to view, send, receive and give/receive con-
sultation on the patient’s medical record while the
server is responsible for all data flow. SJVE.AT uses
Web technology to dynamically create HTYIL pages.
The system architecture shown in Figure 2 consists of
a W’indows NT server 4.0 that runs on a 32 MB Ram
server. Internet Information Server version 3.0 (11S
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Fig. 1. “1’hc (’lient-Server ;ircllitect,ure on the tVeb Technology

3.0) is installed on the server because of its Active
Server Pages (ASP) feature that allows the SJVEAT
to create d~-namic web pages as an output of some
server scripting. .Also, NIicrosoft SQL server 6.5 is
instalkxl as the database engine which contains the
data needed. SM-E.AT controls data flow \-is the .Ac-
tivcX components called from the ASP pages using
the f’Basic script as the scripting language.

.\SP pages were created using hlicrosoft J“isual Irl-
t,erdev. HThIL pages ~-ere created using Nlicrosoft
FrontPage 98. Java applcts are created using the \li-
crosoft J-isual .J++. In the development phase of the
S\VE.\T. many factors and features have been taken
into consichwation to ensure its success. The main
features are:

A. Star)dords

JVithout standards. there is anarchy. Standards aid
in all phases of the development of S\VE.AT and
help resolve conflicts when questions and issues arise.
N-et only the World tVide Web (YtTl~tV) technology
and communication staudar[is were considered, but
also medical standards. DICONI is the basic patient... -
records format for information exchange via SWE.AT
[4]. The patient database includes patient name, ID
number, sex, age, date. type of examination and typ~
of images. These data are extracted from the DICOILI
header in case SIVE.4T receives the patient record
in DICONI format. Otherwise. the consultation re-
quester has to enter all this information rrranually in
the data entry form of SIYE.4T.

B. Portability

The authors have thought about the current and fu-
ture needs of SWEAT. Currently, it supports 50 users. .
buf its popularity- may grow. JVith that growth will
come an increase in user count and data volume.
Portability refers to how well a platform can scale or

~

mm-e to handle an increase in the growth of the al~-
plication needs. That’s why the W“indows NT was se-
lected as the Operating System (OS) instead of Jf-in-
dows 95 and SQL server ~vas selected as the database
engine and not Access.
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Fig. 2. The system \rchitect,ure

C. Database

Choosing _the right database is crucial to SW’E.\T’s
application. Figure 3 shows the diagram of the
logically designed ER database model of SWEAT. -
SW’EAT is based on the SQL standarcl that allows
use of database rnanagernent systems from different
~’endors. Support of the ODBC database standard.
which is an emerging standard in the hIicrosoft ~vorld
and in the WWJV, will also be considered in phase
11 of S\VE.kT [2]

D. Image Format

SWEAT converts the DICOM images, such as CT
and MR images, into GIF format, since it fits well
with HTIJfL. Therefore, it is relatively easy to down-

load and load. keeps a good resolution and supports
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the necessary 256 gray levels on a typical PC screen
the clients will use [5]. This also enables clients to
vie~v patients’ images while working with DICONI
or non-DICOLI workstations after downloading a pa-
tient record. The downloading feature of the SWE.&T
project, enables the consultant to apply specific im-
age processing techniques on the patient images us-
ing his/her own medical workstation such as in [6] or
OSIRIS workstation [7].

E. Viewing Station

In the first phase, SM’EAT provides basic image rna-
uipulation functions such as zooming, scaling, ro-
tating, clipping, filtering and changing brightness
and contrast. One of the main aims of the second
phase of SIVE.4T is to add more utilities such as 3D-
reconstrrrction, surgery simulation and data analy-
sis from diagnostic imaging modalities. The object-
oriented structure of SW’EAT allows new modules to
be added easily for additional software functions.

F. sf’(’71,r77t;y

Currently. access to patient records via lVlf”IV im
terface in t,hc server-client concept of SIYE.4T is re-
stricted via password. Issues of Internet security and

privacy are often overblown. One reason for this is
a dearth of information about the true risks and the
security measures available for network-based appli-
cations. Nevertheless. there are real concerns that
must, be addressed before rnally individuals will be
cornfortablr transporting patient data over- networks.
particularly the public Internet [8]. .%ccess controls
and encryption will be irnp]erncnted in the srcond
phase of SIVE.\T.

III. JVORKFLOW” ,\ND P.ATIENTRECORDS

~l,\N.\GEllEN I’

B}- using any JVIYJV browser. arly authorized user
(SJVEAT;S client) can log into the sm-ver of SIVE.\T
from any location connected to the Internet using
his/her user-name and pass~vord. Each user can be
categorized as one of two:

A. Consultation Requester who is permitted to do the
follou]irl,q tasks:

1. Load a new patient record.
2. Assigrl one or rnorw consultant (s) for each of
his/her pat,ient recorxls.

3. Add and/or remove consultant(s) for a certain pa-
tient, record.
4. Display a list of his/hm- all patient records. This
list shows all information about consult ant (s) se-
lected for each patient record. One field of this list
shows the status of consultation- report(s).
5. Download and/or displa}- the consultation re-
port(s).
6. Download and/or display one of his/her patient
records. All capabilities of the SIVEAT viewing sta-
tion will be enabled.
7. Delete &re or a group of his/her patient records.
8. To modify information of one of his/her patient

records, first he/she has to delete it and then load the
modified patient record. However, adding or remov-
ing the complete exams of a certain patient record is
possible without deleting the whole patient record.
9. It is obvious that all the data a Consultation Re-
quester can see is restricted to the data of patient
records which he loaded before. He/she has no per-
mission to view any other data.

B. Consultant who is permitted to do the followin,q

tasks:

1. Display a list of all patient records that are waiting
for his/her consultation report.
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2. Download and/or display one of the patient, ck-eloped software for 3D visualization. surgery sin-
rwords. All capabilities of the SIVEAT viewing st,a- ulation and dat,a anal}-sis from diagnostic imaging

tion will be enabled, modalities.
3. Itrite or load his/her consultation report for a cer-
tain patient, record using a .Java Applet.
4. Download and/or display his/her consultation re-

.-=- port.
.5. LIodif~- his/her consultation report.
6. Delete his/her consultation report.
i’. It is obvious that all the data a Consultant can
sce is restricted to the data of patient records which
are waiting for his/her consultation report. He has
no permission to view any other data.

One of the most important benefits of telemeclicine
lies in its ability to overcome physical barriers that
prm-ent) the medical information exchange between
health care experts. Time and money for inmate
transportation are reduced while quality and safety
for health care personnel and the public are in-

creased. Because access is still limited to the broader
bandwidth necessary for acceptable real-time video
quality over the Internet, store-and-forward applica-
tions are much more widespread than real-time [9].
The llse of internet in a multicenter clinical trial has
not yet been proposed [5]. The SWE.4T project pro-
~-ides a sort, of off-line teleconferencing and improves
the radiolo~ical services offered to geographically iso-
lated rllral facilities with limited access to specialists.

\
The SW’E.kT project is not designed in its first phase
to be an archiving system. Therefore, patient records
are removed automatically by- the SWEAT server af-
ter 2 weeks. Howevm, connection to an image archiv-
ing system is possible. It will be more useful if the
S\YEAT server is located by health care professionals
~vho will be able to give their fast consultation. In
this case, the SIVEAT project could be expanded to... . .
be connected to a mini Picture .krchiving and Com-
munication System (PACS) via Ethernet-LAN that
allows access to all the patient data available and to_
be connected to a more powerful and stable server
OS such as L-NIX instead of NT.

The authors plan to make the SJVE.4T system avail-
able free in many medical institutions to pro~-e its
value in daily use and to collect a large number-of sug-

gestions from the SWTEAT’S clients that allows sig-
nificant improvement of the system. In cooperation

. . with Computer Vision and Image Processing (CVIP)

Lab-, L“niversity of Louisville, the aim of SWEAT in
its phase II is to increase bandwidth capabilities to
access remote resources and to make use of home-
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